
  Please Note- This is the club's first newsletter put out by Huey Ohmer
N5DVI in the winter of 1997. The newsletter department considers this the
first newsletter issued and has been retyped here in .doc format for your use
and enjoyment.(We have one I wrote to get the people together from before
the club was organized, but is not included officially) 
73 Michael Robichaux KC5OKP - July 5th,2002 Newsletter Editor.

AADXA NEWSLETTER

News for MEMBERS
In This Issue:UPDATE ON SIX METER REPEATER STATUS

Six Meter Repeater Almost Ready
      The six meter repeater modification has been done and ready for the
crystals to be sent off for the new frequency upon approval of the repeater
coordinators.The frequency that was decided upon for the input is 51.130
MHZ and the output 52.280 MHZ. The reason for this choice is becasue of
the radio specifications and the fact that no duplexer will be used.For
economical reasons,separate antennas will be used.
    the paperwork is done and in the mail to the frequency coordinators and
hope they don't sit on it with the holidays upon us.If it takes too long the only
other solution is to take it upon ourselves and use this pair of
frequencies.After we hear from the coordinators or if it takes too long to hear
from them, I will see about sending the elements off or re-crystal them myself.
The repeater controller that I am building is a voice/cw ider. It is almost
complete except a DB-9 connector and an enclosure.No link at this time as the
main priority is to get it on the air.
     I am also working on modifications for commercial mobiles such as the
micors,mitrexs,GE's that is hanging around.When I have these figured out
they will make good radios to get on six meters with and hopefully have fun
with it.When ready with all plans and bill of materials maybe we can have a
project day  and build modify some of these with out control heads using
external speakers and pots.
     If anyone has any other ideas,equipment,information,or wants to help
please feel free to contact me.



73's 
Huey
n5dvi

Lid Of The Month..............Noel Pisani ....KB5GON
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